SIVA SIVANI DEGREE COLLEGE
ENGLISH
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

UNIT: 5
 A visit of charity -summary
 Reading comprehension : Hyderabad - Heart of Telangana
 Note making
 Soft skills : Time management
 Value orientation : ‘Time and tide waits for no one’
Grammar :
a) Non finite verbs
b) Simile and metaphor
c) Spellings use of ie and ei
d) Punctuation : Semicolon
e) Phonetics : Plosives
UNIT: 6
 Benares -Summary
 Reading comprehension : Burrakatha
 Soft skills : Leadership
 Value orientation : ‘The pen is mightier than the sword’
 Letter Writing –Informal Letters
Grammar:
a) Adjectives
b) Oxymoron and Hyperbole
c) Spellings words ending in –able or –ible
d) Punctuation : Colon and em-dash
e) Phonetics : Fricatives
UNIT : 7
 Stanzas written in Dejection near Naples - Summary
 Conversation : Conducting a meeting
 Reading : Flower Boat
 Letter Writing : Formal Letters
 Soft Skills : Stress Management
 Value orientation : ‘Practice makes perfect’
 Annotations
Grammar :
a) Articles
b) Portmanteau words
c) Loan words
d) Spellings words ending in –al,-ance,-ence,-ic,-ity and –ive
e) Punctuations : Hyphens
f) Phonetics : Affricates and Nasals

UNIT : 8
 Julius Caesar -Summary
 Conversation : Interview Skills
 Reading passage : ‘Handicrafts of Telangana’
 Letter Writing –Formal Letters
 Soft skills : Etiquette and Grooming
 Value orientation : ‘Necessity is the mother of invention’
Grammar:
a) Adverbs
b) Palindromes
c) Spellings : Derived forms of words
d) Punctuation : Inverted comma
e) Phonetics : Approximant

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING-2- IMPORTANT THEORY QUESTIONS
SIVA SIVANI DEGREE COLLEGE
B.COM-1 YEAR, 2 SEM
UNIT-1 BILLS OF EXCHANGE
1. Define bills of exchange? Explain its essential features/ characteristics and conditions for its acceptance?
2. Discuss in details about the different types of bills?
3. Define promissory note what are its essential characteristics?
4. Distinctions between promissory note and bills of exchange?
5. What are the advantages of bills of exchange and promissory note
6. What are accommodation bills differentiate between trade bills and accommodation bills
UNIT-2 CONSIGNMENT
1. Define consignment and show how consignment is different from sales
2. State the features of consignment and explain about proforma invoice
3. Discuss different types of commission allowed to consignee
4. Explain various books of accounts prepared by consignor and consignee
UNIT-3 JOINT VENTURE
1. Define joint venture? Explain its features
2. Differences between joint venture and partnership and consignment
3. What is separate set of books method? What are the different accounts prepared under this method
4. What is a memorandum of joint venture account? Explain in details
UNIT-4 ACCOUNTS FROM INCOMPLETE RECORDS
1. What do you mean by single entry system? State the feature and reasons of incomplete record system
2. Difference between single entry system and double entry system
3. What do you understand by statement of affairs method explain accounting procedure and format of statement of
affairs methods
4. What do you mean by conversion method? Discuss the steps involved in ascertainment of profit through conversion
method
UNIT-5 ACCOUNTS OF NON PROFIT ORGANISTION
1. What do you mean by non profit organization? State its features
2. Distinguish between profit seeking organization and non profit organization
3. What do you mean by receipts and payments accounts? What are its features\
4. What do you mean by income and expenditure account? Explain its features
5. What are the differences between receipts and payments accounts and income and expenditure account

SIVA SIVANI DEGREE COLLEGE
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
Sub:-IncomeTax-2 CLASS – 1TAX

Unit:1
1) What is capital Asset?
2) What is capital Gain?
3) What is cost of acquisition?
4) Briefly explain indexed cost of acquisition?
5) Briefly explain indexed cost of improvement?
6) Explain Exemptions U/s 54.
Problems:- 4m &12m
1). Problems on capital gain with different assets.
2) Problems on capital gain with shares.
3) Problems on capital gain with advance forfeited
4) Problems on capital gain with exemptions
Unit II
1) Explain the types of securities.
2) Explain securities exempted from tax.
3) Write about less tax securities
4) Explain tax free securities.
5) Explain income from other sources.
Problems:1. Problems on income from other sources Part -1.
2. Problems on income from other sources Part -2.
Unit :-3
1. What is transfer of income without transfer of on asset?
2. What is revocable transfer of an asset.

3. Benami transaction.
4.Explain about clubbing and aggregation of income.
5. Explain the provisions under inter-head & intra-head set off carry
forwordlosses.
6. Explain the deductions U/S 80.
Problems:1. Clubbing and aggregation of income.
2. Set off carry forward losses.
3. Aggregation of 80C,80CCC,80 CCD.
4. Total Income along with deductions U/s 80.
Unit :4
1. Explain the procedure of assessment of individual.
2. Explain about (TDS) Tax deduction at sources.
3. Explain Minimum alternate Tax U/s 115. J.C
Problems:1. Problems on Total income
2. problems on total income along with 80 deductions.
Unit :-5
1. What is self-assessment?
2. Write about PAN?
3. What is Best judgment assessment?
4. Explain about Notice on demand.
5. Write about rectification of mistakes.
6. What is assessment .Explain the types of assessment.
7 what is income tax return? Explain the types of returns.
8. Explain about E- Filling of Return.

